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Abstract—GenApp is a tool for rapid generation of applications
including science gateways. GenApp is being successfully used
to produce science gateways wrapping scientific programs. The
organization of GenApp is designed to simplify the process of
adding new features and capabilities to generated applications.
A set of definition files drive are central to application generation.
In this talk we will give an overview of GenApp and subsequently
delve into the definition files with a focus on the module definition
file.
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I. INTRODUCTION

GenApp [1], [2] is a tool developed under the interna-
tional CCP-SAS [3] project, jointly funded by the EPSRC
(EP/K039121/1) and NSF (CHE-1265817). The grant focused
on advances in small angle scattering software and included
a requirement to expose a diverse collection of software
via a web portal. The initial software suites consisted of
programs written in Python, C++ and Fortran. We needed a
way to wrap them into a full featured web interface supporting
multiple execution methods and requiring minimal short and
long term effort to develop and maintain. As we did not
relish maintaining a new collection of hand written code and
finding no satisfactory extant tools for this purpose, we created
GenApp. The primary goal of GenApp was to simplify cre-
ation of applications wrapping collections of existing program
modules. GenApp is target language agnostic, and is designed
from inception be able to build applications on a variety of
targets. Currently our “html5” web based target is our most
capable target language, but Qt variants and Java GUI targets
are also available and planned for advancement. GenApp has
successfully been used to develop multiple science gateways1

and has since received dedicated NSF (OAC-1740097, OAC-
1739549) funding for further development.

GenApp generated science gateways support many features,
including multiple job execution models (direct execution on
local or ssh accessible resources, queue managed and cloud-
elastic), an integrated server based file system (to allow reuse
of input or output files), OAuth support for login, messaging,
context sensitive help (module and field based help), full job
history with the capability to attach to running or previously

1SASSIE-web https://genapp.rocks/sassie2 has over 600 registered users
and has run over 15k jobs in 2017. Other GenApp generated gateways and
learning materials can be reached from https://genapp.rocks

run jobs, administrator mode with user management, project
management, integrated context sensitive feedback2, integrated
plotting (2D and 3D), and interactive atomic structure display.

The generation of applications is driven by four primary
types of definition files. Definition files simplify utilization
by being the point of reference. The one directives file is
the entry point for generation and contains overall application
information including a list of target languages to generate.
Each target language, such “html5” for science gateways, has
its own definition file which contains assembly instruction
details. The menu file describes the user facing organiza-
tion of underlying component modules, and thusly references
needed module files. Each module file describes an underlying
program. The module file can be thought of as an interface
description language (IDL) describing inputs and outputs
combined with a user interface description language (UIDL)
describing an interactive user interface. Separating the IDL
from the UIDL could be done, providing a seperate “view”,
but having an additional definition file to synchronize with
duplicate information would be burdensome for the scientist
who simply wants to wrap their programs. User interfaces
can be quite complex and encapsulating all possibilities in
a sensible way within the modules definition file requires
careful consideration. A cursory review of existing UIDLs was
unsatisfying, as they seemed quite heavyweight and lacking
features commonly needed by scientific programs such as
calculated fields and repeaters3. We have approached this
problem on a requirements driven basis by extending the
modules definition file. It would be a boon to the science
gateway community to have a standard description language
for program module definition files. This would enable an
underlying program to be more easily reused by a variety of
gateways or other applications.
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2The job input and output objects can be automatically attached.
3Repeaters allow one field to control the count or appearance of child fields

in the UI.


